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Hidden Cameras

A selection of high quality hidden spy cameras, as well as motion activated spy cameras, concealed in everyday
household items. Perfect for monitoring what's going on at your home or workplace.

Hidden Cameras for Home or Work
We are all aware that public places in towns and cities are now being watched by CCTV cameras and on top of this
CCTV is extremely common in private spaces. Most of us are aware that CCTV is present but do not note the location
of each and every device. Needless to say that although they are discreet, CCTV cameras can still be spotted very
easily and in fact legislation is in place to ensure that they are placed lawfully

Motion Activated Spy Cameras
When it comes to motion activated spy cameras, then things are somewhat different. They are often known by their very
nature almost impossible to spot with the naked eye. These covert cameras can compliment current CCTV systems and
are often put into place on an existing system where there have been incidences of say theft in the workplace, although
this is of course only an example. As the technology has become more advanced hidden camera systems have been
incorporated into more and more everyday objects and as a result, their usage has increased. This coupled with the fact
that the price of manufacture has dramatically fallen over recent years means that spy camera systems are now
regularly purchased and used by the general public in the domestic consumer market

Small Hidden Spy Cameras

Hidden cameras can be found in clocks, radios, PIR's smoke
detectors and all manner of seemingly innocuous everyday objects. In this section, we have put together an array of
covert cameras to suit all tastes and circumstances. Some of these systems require several constituent parts whereas
others are self-contained hidden camera and recording systems that are both powerful and easy to use. This type of
spy equipment is becoming ever more sophisticated, so they are predicted to become smaller and ever more powerful
over the next few years
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Air Freshener Camera / DVR - HD
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This Air Freshener is
fitted with a discreet pinhole high definition spy
camera, high capacity digital recording system and has
a long battery life as standard. Designed and made by
us for room surveillance, it is a superb choice for covert
room video monitoring.

Product Code: AIRC

£189.00 (exc. VAT)

£226.80 (inc. VAT)

The Air Freshener Spy Camera DVR - HD system is an excellent choice
for an easily deployable battery powered self-contained spy camera and
recording system. This unit can be used in the home or office. Position
on a shelf in the living room, the bedroom or maybe in the office on the
desk to record superbly clear video footage (with audio) whilst you are
away. It is often used as a Nanny Cam.
The front panel of the air freshener video camera incorporates a tiny
pinhole spy camera positioned to view the environment in front of the
unit. The camera is so well concealed that it really is difficult to make out
the location of the lens within the front grille. The 32GB or optional
64GB (select from drop-down menu) digital video recording system is
cleverly incorporated within the body of the air freshener unit, where the
rechargeable 5200 mAh Lithium battery that powers the device is also
concealed from view.
Carer caught on spy camera abusing elderly woman with
dementia
Spy Equipment UK's Air Freshener Camera as featured on
Daily Mail

Long Recording
Activation

Capability

with

Motion

The battery, when fully charged, can power the unit for a straight
recording time of up to 30 ho

Features
Excellent self-contained battery
powered
spy
camera
and
recording solution
Incorporated into an everyday style
of air freshener casing
Made in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and totally discreet
installation
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Set up for motion activated video
(with audio) recording as standard
Video Resolution: 1280x 720p @
20 Frames per second
Will record perfectly in daylight, but
has auto-switching to night mode
for when the lighting gets very dim
in the area of deployment
Excellent quality CMOS pinhole
lens – decent wide camera view
angle: of 62 degrees
Time and date stamping on video
recordings
In-built rechargeable 5200 mAH
lithium ion battery providing up to 3
days deployment time (dependent
upon activity in front of the
camera)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Air Freshener WiFi Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This high definition
Air Freshener WiFi Camera with motion detection
recording facility can be remotely monitored from your
computer or Smartphone from almost anywhere in the
world. An excellent portable, quick deployment remote
surveillance spy camera solution with good battery life.

Product Code: AIRW

£235.00 (exc. VAT)

£282.00 (inc. VAT)

This versatile battery-powered hidden spy camera can produce high
resolution streaming video and audio discreetly built into an everyday
commonly available plastic air freshener enclosure. The device not only
offers remote camera surveillance, but also has a through-the-lens
motion detection recording facility.

Front Facing Camera
The minute camera lens is in a position looking out through the front air
freshener grille which means it is in the most natural position for room
video surveillance and the fact that the lens is wide-angled means that
the camera has a wider field of vision. Inside the grille is a dark green
material that does an excellent job of concealing the existence of the
lens.
Times when spy cameras saved the day
A guide to buying a spy camera

Extremely Easy Set Up
This WiFi camera is very simple to set up and getting it working for you
should only take a matter of minutes. There is no need for any specialist
network technical knowledge and the easy to follow instructions
including video guides take the guesswork out of the process even for a
complete novice. Once the setup process is complete the WiFi unit will
not need to be hardwired to the WiFi Router in any way, but will just
work wirelessly on the network on which it has been configured.

Motion Activation Alerts
The DVR system features a motion detection facility that is triggered by
movement within the view of the ca

Features
Non-functional air freshener casing
installed with a high quality covert
WiFi spy camera system
Camera system is hand-built by
Spy Equipment UK – Completely
covert camera design
Simple set-up and easy to use –
No prior specialist technical
knowledge required to use this
product
Remotely watch video ‘live’ using
your PC, Mac, laptop, iPhone or
Android Smartphone (free app
download required)
View and hear at your leisure in
‘real time’ (receiving device will
need a decent Internet connection)
Motion detection setting – can be
programmed to send alert email if
required
Display or record video in high
definition up to 1920 x 1080 @
30FPS produced together with
clear sound recording
Video
/
audio
quality
will
automatically adjust dependant on
available transfer speed and
bandwidth – at times the system
may have to drop to a lower
resolution...

Please note that more information available online.
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Android Desktop Charger Camera
The Android Desktop Charger Camera is a motioned
activated full colour 1080p video recorder (with audio)
built into a charging dock. The phone dock is suitable
for use with Android phones. With changeable micro
SD memory and mains power supply, this system is
perfect for room surveillance at home or in the office.

Product Code: DOC4

£229.00 (exc. VAT)

£274.80 (inc. VAT)

The Android Desktop Charger Camera will fit into many different
environments without attracting attention. This makes it ideal as a covert
camera enclosure. This product has a wide angle lens ensuring that a
larger area is covered within view and it is able to record video with
audio in 1080p high definition, taking power from the mains so there are
no troublesome battery issues. The resulting video footage is of very
high quality so there can be no mistake what has happened on camera.

Both WiFi and IP Capability
The system has both WiFi and IP capability so using an app on your
Smartphone or tablet you can watch â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153;
from the other side of the world if desired (requires local router link-up)
or you can control, stream video and setup the device without need for a
router from a distance of up to 50 metres. It is possible to download
recorded video, set the time to match that on your smartphone or tablet,
start/stop recording, format the SD card and even hide the SSID so
nobody else can detect your covert camera unit. The memory storage is
a micro SD card system with a maximum capacity of 32Gb, so there
should be ample space for recorded video footage.
Spy cameras and the law - what you need to know
Spy camera: A buyer's guide

Motion Detection Recording - Ideal for Evid

Features
Standard design of desktop
Android charger (working) with inbuilt covert spy camera and DVR
Designed for use with Android
handsets and some Android
Tablets with the charging port in
correct position or as a standalone
camera system with no need for a
phone/tablet
Wide angle camera discreetly
included in the front face of the
dock when on a desk or table in its
natural position
Easy to use and with fast start up –
Just plug into the mains power
supply to get up and running
High quality video resolution –
Switch between 1080p, 720p or
480@ 30 frames per second (real
time)
Camera image sensor -1/2.9”
CMOS Progressive sensor – Lens
F2.0 3.64mm – 78º wide angled
Low light ability – 0.03 Lux @
F2.0...

Please note that more information available online.
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Carbon Monoxide Alarm WiFi Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This is a non-working
Carbon Monoxide Alarm with a high definition WiFi (IP)
spy camera system concealed within. Get live remote
video viewed on your Laptop or Smartphone and also
motion activated recording of events for later review.

Product Code: C4WF

£245.00 (exc. VAT)

£294.00 (inc. VAT)

If you are looking for a spy camera system to provide a solution for both
â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; remote monitoring and a record
facility enabling after-the-event viewing of captured events then this
innocent-looking Carbon Monoxide Alarm WiFi camera system could
just be the answer

No Specialist Technical Knowledge Required
Perfect for use at home, this WiFi motion-activated spy camera (with
sound) will not need to be connected to an Ethernet port or to the WiFi
Router using a wire. What this means is that this non-working Carbon
Monoxide Alarm can be placed at your chosen location on the wall
provided it is within the broadcast area for the WiFi network to which the
WiFi camera has been configured. Getting â&#128;&#152;up-andrunning is unbelievably simple, with NO specialist technical knowledge
required and this together with simple-to-follow instructions it is possible
to get the camera unit functional in less than ten minutes! All that is
required is a â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; mains power outlet at
the location where you wish to position the camera system because the
device can only be powered from the mains supply. If no Wi-Fi router is
available at the location then it is possible to watch either live or
recorded footage from the camera using your mobile phone, as long as
you are within a 10-15 meter range of the device.

HD Video Quality - Remotely View Worldwide
This system should not be confused with other inferior devices that give
lower quality imagery and with diminished capabilities that are available
elsewhere. Most other systems on offer elsewhere often produce
pixelated video imagery and the majority wil

Features
Non-functioning Carbon Monoxide
Alarm fitted with high quality covert
WiFi spy camera system
Camera installation is hand-built in
the UK – Completely covert
camera design
Easy to set up and use – No prior
specialist technical knowledge
needed to use this product
3 hour backup battery designed to
keep the camera running in the
event of power failure.
Remotely view ‘live’ using your
computer, laptop, iPhone or
Android Smartphone (free app
download required)
View and listen at your leisure in
real time (receiving device requires
decent Internet connection of some
kind)
Can be set to send push
notifications
in
response
to
movement or sound detected
Video / audio quality will adjust
dependent upon available transfer
speed and bandwidth – sometimes
the system may have to be set to a
lower resolution...

Please note that more information available online.
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Carbon Monoxide Spy Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - A high definition
motion activated spy camera and DVR built into the
outer case of a Carbon Monoxide Alarm has superb
low light capability and long battery life. Fix this to the
wall and then it is ideal for room surveillance at home
or maybe an office / business environment.

Product Code: CAR8

£205.00 (exc. VAT)

£246.00 (inc. VAT)

This commonly available Carbon Monoxide Alarm has been fitted with a
high quality 720p covert camera with DVR recording system. Although
the standard carbon monoxide detection and alert functionality has been
disabled, outwardly the enclosure still retains the appearance of the
standard device and therefore can be deployed in a room without
alerting any unwanted scrutiny.

Multiple Deployment Opportunities
Please note that to fit the camera system and battery pack inside the
Carbon Monoxide Alarm enclosure the majority of the internal
components had to be removed thereby taking the standard Carbon
Alarm functionality away. Despite this the product externally looks like a
standard device and as such can be easily fixed into position without
drawing attention. Ideal for deployment at home, in the office or a
mobile home.

Wide Angled Camera System
The discreet covert camera is positioned in the front centre faceplate of
the Carbon Monoxide unit. The camera itself is wide angled and as such
is able to capture a broad view of proceedings in the environment in
which it has been placed. The microphone is hidden from view behind
the grille in the front face thereby ensuring decent sound recording can
take place at the same time as video footage being obtained.

Long Battery Life
Many small hidden cameras have very limited battery capacity, but by
removing the standard carbon monoxide alarm functionality, we have
been able to incorporate a large enough battery to enable the camera
system to be powered for around four and half days (after a full charge).
Having this type of battery longevity ensures that the recording capacity
of the unit can be fully utilised during a deployment opportunity. Althou

Features
Complete self-contained battery
powered hidden spy camera and
recording solution
System is cleverly built into an
everyday style of carbon Monoxide
Alarm casing
Manufactured by Spy Equipment
UK in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and very discreet
installation
Easy to understand and simple to
use – ‘plug and play’ technology
with no specialist knowledge
required
Supplied in setup mode to record
video on motion activation video
(with audio) – The most common
set up requested
High definition video resolution:
1280x 720p @ 20 Frames per
second
Will record perfectly in daylight in
colour -Auto-switching to night
mode (black/white) when the
lighting gets very dim in the area of
deployment
Crisp quality CMOS pinhole lens –
wide camera view angle of 62
degrees...

Please note that more information available online.
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DAB Radio WiFi Spy Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This working Stylish
DAB radio is fitted with a superb WiFi (IP) spy camera
system that allows live remote room video viewed on
your Laptop or Smartphone, but also offers HD motion
activated recording of events for later review.

Product Code: DABW

£270.00 (exc. VAT)

£324.00 (inc. VAT)

When deciding on a covert room surveillance camera system there is
usually a decision to be made between the desire for remote
â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153; viewing and the ability to record
events for watching at a later time. This stylish fully-functional DAB
Radio WiFi Spy Camera is installed with an amazing wireless internet
camera that can meet both requirements. Ideal to use in a variety of
scenarios, many have deployed this product as a Nanny Cam.

Simple to Get Started
Perfectly suited for use at home or in the office this WiFi motionactivated video surveillance camera (with sound), that does NOT
require to be hard-wired to an Ethernet port or to the WiFi Router during
or after setup. This means that after the very quick and easy setup
procedure this Majority Comberton DAB radio can be placed in a
location of your choice as long as it is within the broadcast area of the
WiFi network to which it has been configured. Getting started really is
quite simple. NO specialist technical knowledge is required and easy-tofollow instructions should get your camera unit up and running in less
than five minutes. All you will need is a live mains power outlet at the
location where you wish to position the camera system and a
smartphone for the setup configuration.

HD Quality Video - Motion Activated Video
Recording
Do not confuse this class-leading IP camera unit with other devices
giving lower quality imagery or with inferior capability. Many other
systems on offer will provide pixela

Features
Fully functioning DAB radio
installed with high quality covert
WiFi spy camera system
Camera
installation
is
professionally hand-built in the UK
– Completely covert camera design
Simple to set up and use – No
specialist technical knowledge
required to use this product
Remotely view ‘live’ on your
Windows computer, laptop, iPhone
or Android Smartphone
View and listen at your leisure in
real time (receiving device requires
decent Internet connection of some
kind)
Can be set to send email in
response to movement detected in
front of the camera
High definition video resolution of
up to 1920 x 1080 produced
together with crisp audio
Video resolution can be adjusted
dependent upon available transfer
speed and bandwidth – sometimes
the system may have to be set to a
lower resolution...

Please note that more information available online.
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HD PIR Camera / DVR System
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This may look like an
normal PIR, but in fact it cleverly incorporates a high
definition covert camera along with with flash memory
DVR system that is completely hidden within making it
the perfect room surveillance camera system.

Product Code: PIRC

£205.00 (exc. VAT)

£246.00 (inc. VAT)

To find the ideal room surveillance system requires a device that can be
easily added into the environment without arousing suspicion. Using a
PIR to house a spy camera is ideal and now we have been able to
incorporate a high definition system into a compact and discrete looking
alarm PIR sensor.

Naturally Discreet Spy Camera System
When any person walks into a room whether it is in an office of home
environment, it is rare that they will feel compelled to look up above their
standard eye level unless there is something that is exceptionally
distracting. Alarm PIR sensors have been around for decades in various
shapes and sizes, although almost all of them are white or creme in
colour. Having one of these sensors in the top corner of a room will not
attack attention and as such will therefore be an excellent choice to use
as an enclosure for a covert camera system

Motion Detection
Recording Options

/

Loop

/

Scheduled

The unit produces high quality, 720p HD video with audio and time/date
stamping on the recorded footage. The camera itself looks out of a
small hole at the bottom of the front fact of the PIR. There is also a red
LED in the the front face that randomly flashes thereby giving the
impression of a fully functional alarm sensor (the unit cannot be used as
an alarm sensor). Although programmed in through-the-lens motion
activated mode, the unit can be set into, scheduled and timed recording
if required. The DVR system has an overwrite function for continuous
recording with memory capacities of 32GB as standard or as a paid
upgrade at time of purchase - 64GB or 128GB.

Features
Standard PIR with HD camera and
DVR hidden within – features
randomly flashing inbuilt red LED
completing the authentic look
High quality 720p HD pinhole
camera system with 62º wide
angled lens
Manufactured by Spy Equipment
UK here in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and totally discreet
installation
Video Resolution: 1280x 720p @
20 Frames per second – Real time
date stamp on video
Will record perfectly in daylight, but
has auto-switching to night mode
for when the lighting gets very low
in the area of deployment
Incorporated as standard 32GB
digital memory capacity providing
over 16 hours storage for recorded
HD video footage (64GB or 128GB
as a paid upgrade)
Through-the-lens motion activation
system is triggered when there is
movement in front of the PIR –
gapless split time ( ten minute)
recordings
–
Reduces
the
incidence
of
recorded
file
corruption...

Mains Power with Battery Back-Up
Although some Alarm sensors are wireless and battery powered, the
majority still hav

Please note that more information available online.
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iPhone Charger Camera
The iPhone Charger Camera is a motioned activated
full colour 1080p video recorder (with audio) built into a
desktop iPhone charger. The phone dock is suitable for
use with new iPhone connector. With changeable
micro SD memory and mains power supply, this
system is perfect for room surveillance at home or in
the office.

Product Code: DOC1

£239.00 (exc. VAT)

£286.80 (inc. VAT)

An iPhone Charger Camera will fit into many different environments
without attracting attention. This makes it ideal as a covert camera
enclosure. This product has a wide angle lens ensuring that a larger
area is covered within view and it is able to record video with audio in
1080p high definition, taking power from the mains so there are no
troublesome battery issues. Video footage is of very high quality so
there can be no mistake what was captured.

Both WiFi and IP Capability
The system has both WiFi and IP capability so using an app on your
Smartphone or tablet you can watch â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153;
from the other side of the world if desired (requires local router link-up)
or you can control, stream video and setup the device without need for a
router from a distance of up to 50 metres. It is possible to download
recorded video, set the time to match that on your smartphone or tablet,
start/stop recording, format the SD card and even hide the SSID so
nobody else can detect your covert camera unit. The memory storage is
a micro SD card system with a maximum capacity of 32Gb, so there
should be ample space for recorded video footage.

Motion DetectionRecording
Evidence Gathering

-

Ideal

for

Probably one of he most important features of a camera that is used for
room video surveillance is the need for motion activation which ensures
that video recordings are only made when the camera detects
movement within its view. This iPhone charger camera uses
â&#128;&#152;through the lensâ&#128;&#153; monitoring technology
to achieve this and also records time and date on the footage in addition
to watermarking, something that makes this product perfect for
gathering video suited for evi

Features
Standard design of desktop iPhone
charger (working) with in-built
covert spy camera and DVR
Designed for use with iPhone
handsets using the latest charging
connector or as a standalone
camera system with no need for a
phone
Wide angle camera discreetly
included in the front face of the
dock when on a desk or table in its
natural position
Easy to use and with fast start up –
Just plug into the mains power
supply to get up and running
High quality video resolution –
Switch between 1080p, 720p or
480@ 30 frames per second (real
time)
Camera image sensor -1/2.9”
CMOS Progressive sensor – Lens
F2.0 3.64mm – 78º wide angled
Low light ability – 0.03 Lux @ F2.0
Integrated high quality audio
recording
with
AGC
noise
cancellation for crisp sound
reproduction...

Please note that more information available online.
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Junction Box WiFi Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This ordinary looking
grey plastic junction box has a concealed high
definition WiFi (IP) spy camera system within. Perfect
for real time remote video (with audio) monitoring on
your PC, Mac, Tablet or smartphone and for recording
for later review.

Product Code: WFJ8

£205.00 (exc. VAT)

£246.00 (inc. VAT)

When it is essential to have high quality real time remote video
monitoring then a WiFi (IP) camera system is the ideal choice. The
Junction Box WiFi Camera system is designed to blend into an office or
workshop environment to provide a discreet remote monitoring solution
that has the facility to also record events for viewing at a later time.

Specialist Technical Knowhow Not Required
Suited for use in the office or maybe a workshop environment, after a
simple set up procedure this WiFi motion-activated spy camera (with
sound) does not need to remain hard-wired to an Ethernet port or to the
WiFi Router because it communicates via the WiFi. This means that the
Junction Box can be placed at your chosen location (wall or ceiling) as
long as it is within the broadcast area for the WiFi network that it has
been paired with. Getting started really is quite simple. Absolutely NO
specialist technical knowledge is required and simple-to-follow
instructions including video guides should get your camera unit
â&#128;&#152;up and runningâ&#128;&#153; in less than ten minutes.
All that is required is a live mains power outlet at the location where you
wish to position the camera system because this product has no backup
battery.

High Definition Video - Remote Monitoring
Worldwide
The system should never be compared to other cheaper, but inferior
devices that give low quality imagery and severely reduced capabilities.
Many other WiFi covert cameras produce pixelated video footage and
many will only allow remote monitoring of what the camera is viewing
within the broadcast area of the same paired WiFi signal. This invariably
means that it is only possible to remotely view from the next room or
maybe the next flo

Features
Totally ordinary looking grey plastic
junction box installed with high
definition covert WiFi spy camera
system
Product is cleverly assembled in
the UK – Completely discreet
pinhole camera design
Absolutely simple to set up and
use – No prior specialist technical
knowledge needed to use this
product
Remotely view ‘live’ using your
Windows or Mac computer, laptop,
tablet,
iPhone
or
Android
Smartphone (free software app
download required)
View and listen at your leisure in
real time (receiving device requires
decent Internet connection WiFi /
Mobile Data)
High definition video resolution of
up to 1280 x 800 @ 30FPS
produced together with clear audio
Video / audio quality will adjust
dependent upon available transfer
speed and bandwidth sometimes
the system may have to be set to a
lower resolution especially when
using a mobile data connection...

Please note that more information available online.
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Mini Black Box Security Camera
The Mini Black Box Security Camera is a selfcontained 720p high definition CCTV security camera
with extra wide angle lens, infrared night-vision and
incredible battery life (optional mains power) all neatly
packed into a sleek black enclosure, ideal for quick and
discreet room surveillance deployment.

Product Code: MIN8

£165.00 (exc. VAT)

£198.00 (inc. VAT)

There are situations where a simple to deploy self-contained discreet
battery powered CCTV camera would prove to be a distinct advantage
especially where night vision is also a definite requirement. We think
that the Mini Black Box Security Camera is certainly one to consider for
this type of scenario

High Definition
Solution

Cam

-

Totally

Portable

This small CCTV device combines a 720p high definition extra wide
angled view micro-sized camera together with a high capacity micro SD
card DVR that is all built into a black plastic enclosure which is small
enough to easily fit in the palm of your hand. What really sets this unit
apart from other black box battery powered solutions is the fact that the
unit has a small, but effective PIR trigger. The PIR detects
heat/movement up to 5 metres away as opposed to a standard throughthe-lens monitoring system and as such in between recording situations
this means that only the PIR is kept powered rather than the entire
camera system. This enables the rechargeable battery to be conserved
with such efficiency that the system can essentially remain powered
from the battery for up to an incredible 30 days (24 hours if set to
straight record). And if this is not sufficient, then there is the option to
permanently power the device from the mains supply.

Extra Wide Angle Lens - Time and Date
Stamping

Features
Compact standalone black box
CCTV security camera with built in
SD recording system for versatile
deployment scenarios
160º extra-wide angle view lens
providing excellent field of view
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Program it to work to your needs –
fully customisable downloadable
widget with menu to select the
features that you require
Different recording modes: motion
activated / scheduled / vibration
activated / sound activated – also
loop recording (if required) and
external trigger input possibilities
In-built heat sensing PIR for
efficient battery-saving motion
activation ability
Built in light sensor with autoswitching between day and night
video recording...

If you are concerned that a standard pinhole camera will not capture the
environment that you wish to monitor then the extra super-wide 160
degree camera capture area will certainly satisfy your requirements, this
being more than double what you would expect from the average
pinhole unit. Time and date can easily be set through the setup widget
and appears on the recorded video

Please note that more information available online.
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Smoke Alarm Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This commonly
available smoke alarm houses a pinhole high definition
spy camera, high capacity digital recording system.
Automatically record full colour video footage with
audio in your absence in total discretion. Perfect for
many deployment situations.

Product Code: SMO6

£199.00 (exc. VAT)

£238.80 (inc. VAT)

Introducing a new item into any environment will almost always draw
attention. So when a surveillance camera is added it needs to be built
into something that would not attract interest in any way. This Smoke
Alarm Camera system has to be one of the most innocent looking
solutions to this type of scenario.

High Definition Footage - Large Storage
Capability
Although the spy camera in this unit has a very small lens it is still able
to capture video footage at a reasonably wide angle and in full colour
720p high definition video. The footage is clear enough to see exactly
what is going on and thereby will enable easy identification of those
people captured. The DVR system will accept storage up to a capacity
of 128GB, providing up to 64 hours of recording storage, ample for the
majority of situations.

Two Options for Camera Viewing Position
This product is made by the Spy Equipment UK team. We have created
two slightly different versions of this device, one with the camera
horizontal to and looking directly out of the alarm grille and the second
where the camera is sited to view at a 45 degree angle out of one of the
bevelled edges of the smoke alarm. The first type is ideal when the
smoke alarm is to be mounted on a ceiling directly above a table or
maybe a cash till. The second type is more useful when the smoke
alarm is to be positioned on the ceiling at one side of the room and
allows a more panoramic view of the environment. The camera is fixed
in position at time of production and cannot be moved between the two,
so it is important to choose the right type for your needs. Each camera
feeds footage into a digital video recording system that collects
recorded footage onto a micro memory

Features
Standard Smoke Alarm with HD
camera and DVR hidden within
outer
casing
(smoke
alarm
functionality has been removed)
High quality 720p HD colour
pinhole camera system with 62º
wide angled lens
System
produced
by
Spy
Equipment UK here in the UK.
Very well engineered and totally
discreet incorporation in everyday
smoke alarm casing
Video Resolution: 1280x 720p @
20 Frames per second – Real time
and date stamp on video footage
Will record perfectly in daylight, but
has auto-switching to night mode
for when the lighting gets very low
in the area of deployment (will not
work in complete darkness)
Included as standard 32GB digital
memory capacity providing over 16
hours storage for recorded HD
video footage (up to 128GB
capacity available at extra cost
giving
64
hours
memory
capacity)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Smoke Alarm WiFi Spy Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This non-working
Smoke Alarm that has a superb WiFi (IP) spy camera
system concealed within that allows live remote room
video viewed on your Laptop or Smartphone, but also
offers motion activated recording of events for later
review.

Product Code: SMWF

£225.00 (exc. VAT)

£270.00 (inc. VAT)

Choosing a spy camera surveillance system is more often than not a
choice between the ability to watch â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153;
streaming footage and having a solution where video footage is
recorded and stored for later viewing after the device has been
accessed â&#128;&#152;after the eventâ&#128;&#153;. This covert
cam product is able to deliver on both fronts!

No Prior Specialist Technical Ability Required
Ideal to use at home or in the office this WiFi motion-activated spy
camera (with sound), after initial set-up, does not need to be hard-wired
to an Ethernet port or to the WiFi Router. This ensures that after the
simple set up process has been complete, the Smoke Alarm can be
placed at your chosen location (wall or ceiling) as long as it is within the
broadcast area for the WiFi network that you have configured it with.
Getting â&#128;&#152;up-and-running really is quite easy. NO
specialist technical knowledge is required and simple-to-follow
instructions should get your camera unit functional in less than ten
minutes. All you will need is a live mains power outlet at the location
where you wish to position the camera system because the device has
no battery.

High Definition Footage - Global Remote Live
Accessibility
This system is not to be confused with other inferior devices that give
lower quality imagery and with diminished capabilities. Most other
systems on offer produce pixelated video imagery and many will only
allow you to remotely view what the camera is seeing within the bounds
of the same WiFi signal, which usually means that you can remotely
view from the next room or the next floor, which is extremely restri

Features
Non-functioning Smoke Alarm
fitted with high quality covert WiFi
spy camera system
Camera installation is hand-built in
the UK – Completely covert
camera design
Easy to set up and use – No prior
specialist technical knowledge
needed to use this product
Remotely view ‘live’ using your
computer, laptop, iPhone or
Android Smartphone (free app
download required)
View and listen at your leisure in
real time (receiving device requires
decent Internet connection of some
kind)
High definition video resolution of
up to 1920 x 1080 @ 30FPS
produced together with decent
audio recording
Video / audio quality will adjust
dependent upon available transfer
speed and bandwidth – sometimes
the system may have to be set to a
lower resolution...

Please note that more information available online.
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Spy Clock WiFi Camera
This new sleek and stylish brushed black digital
desktop / bedside clock is fitted with a high definition
WiFi and IP spy camera with SD card recording
system.

Product Code: WFCL

£275.00 (exc. VAT)

£330.00 (inc. VAT)

Deploying a ready-made covert camera recording system into varied
environments is always a challenge. A discreet desktop or table top
camera system is always a good choice. The Spy Clock Camera
Recorder is the ideal solution for many scenarios at home or in the
office where a slimline stylish and very discreet spy camera system can
be deployed to capture vital video (with audio) evidence.

Retained Standard Clock Functionality
This device can be used as a standard digital clock, and is powered
primarily from the mains supply and this ensures that it can be deployed
into a situation where long term video surveillance is the only option to
capture certain events in a room. It must be stressed that although the
there is standard LCD clock functionality the product does NOT have
any any arm or radio functionality.

High Definition Video - Motion Detection
Recording
The front vertical face of the clock fitted with a high grade pinhole
camera with that has through-the-lens motion detection recording as
standard, however, the unit can be programmed to record continuously
if required. The incorporated technology can record full HD1920 x 1080
high definition video footage in colour (with audio) onto the enclosed
micro SD card for later viewing. This latest version of Spy Clock now
has totally discreet infrared illumination for night time recording, which
means that excellent quality video can still be captured during low light
and the darkest hours yet there are no giveaway signs that the infrared
LED's are switched on lighting the environment for the camera to see.

Features
Fully functional desktop / bedside
digital clock with in-built spy
camera recording system
Note that this does NOT have an
alarm or any radio functionality
Full WiFi and IP functionality –
Remotely view on iPhone or
Android
phone
from
infinite
distance
Sleek design with stylish black
aluminium finish will fit into home
and office environments
Video resolution of 1920 x 1080 @
30 frames per second
Colour pinhole camera with 78º
camera angle lens – minimum
illumination of 0.03 lux when
infrared illuminators switch on
automatically
Integrated microphone for audio
recording onto video footage
Micro SD card recording system
accepts up to maximum of 32Gb
(8GB card supplied as standard)...

Full WiFi and IP Remote Monitoring
The previous version of this clock was only able to offer a self-contained
recording video (with audio

Please note that more information available online.
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Swivel Lens Wide Angle Cam / DVR
A superbly versatile black box spy camera solution
with a swivelling extremely wide angle lens that
enables this high definition compact unit to be used in
a variety of circumstances to capture superb video
footage.

Product Code: SWIV

£140.00 (exc. VAT)

£168.00 (inc. VAT)

This unit combines a high definition wide angled view swivelling spy
cam with a high capacity micro SD card DVR all built into the same
plastic enclosure that easily fits in the palm of your hand. This portable
spy camera system records colour high definition video (with audio) and
is completely self-contained.

Swivelling Camera Head For versatility
This unit has many similarities to our Tiny Black Box Spy Camera
System, but features some add ons that give this new unit extra
versatility. The small camera is situated in a movable block that revolves
around a spindle at one end of the unit. This allows the camera to be
swivelled through 180 degrees and this combined with a 160Âº wide
angle lens and the fact that the camera imagery can be inverted if
required, ensures that this swivel cam can be deployed in a whole
variety of circumstances.

Low Light
Day/Night

Capability

-

Auto-switching

The Swivel Cam is a battery-powered device with excellent power
saving optional features that produces crisp 720p HD video footage
(with audio) and has the option of five different recording modes. The
product has a micro SD card recording DVR system that will take cards
up to a 64GB which caters for storage of many hours of recorded colour
video footage. The swivel cam has the ability to record in very low light
conditions and can even switch automatically between daylight and lowlight modes when required. In fact many of the features can be changed
to your exact requirements using a customisable setup menu system
which permits the programming of the unit to work in the way that meets
your specifications. Once set up this way, then each deployment is
simply a matter of charge - switch on - deploy - walk away. It r

Features
Compact standalone black box spy
camera with built in SD recording
system for versatile deployment
scenarios
Versatile 160º wide angle view lens
that swivels through 180 degrees
for superb versatility
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Make it work how you want – fully
customisable menu to select the
features that you require
Different recording modes: motion
activated / scheduled / vibration
activated / sound activated – also
loop recording (if required)
Selectable light recording setting:
day / night / auto-switching
between day and night
Selectable
recording
video
resolution: Real time @ 1280 x 720
(HD) or 640 x 320
Standby time of up to 90 days
(diminishes
dependant
in
recordings made and mode
selected)...

Please note that more information available online.
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Table Lamp Camera / DVR
This may look like an normal table lamp, but in fact it
cleverly incorporates a high grade covert camera and
digital video recording system that is completely hidden
within making it an ideal room surveillance video
system.

Product Code: L4MP

£295.00 (exc. VAT)

£354.00 (inc. VAT)

Incorporating a spy camera system within a innocuous-looking table
lamp is an ideal solution for many home environments or relaxed office
areas. Previously offered solutions of this type would have required an
external video recording system, but the Table Lamp DVR fits both
camera and digital video recording system inside the lamp itself.

Normal Lamp Function Retained
Just because we have fitted spy camera technology within the lamp, this
doesnâ&#128;&#153;t mean that the light will not function in the normal
manner. By retaining the normal light operation ensures that it will be
used and accepted as part of a room environment in which it has been
placed. Also because it is more likely that the lamp will be used, this will
assist the camera in capturing clear well lit imagery.

Cleverly Hidden Camera
The entire camera system is concealed within the lamp base. The
camera is located one of the vertical faces of the base viewing the room
environment though a discreet pinhole. The SD card DVR system is
completely out of sight and can only be accessed by removing a
magnetically attached plate from the underside of the lamp base. Inside
this enclosure access can be gained to change the SD Card and to
switch on/off the unit.

Features
Innocuous looking table lamp with
camera and DVR hidden within
Discreetly located pinhole camera
in side of Table Lamp base
420 TVL low lux CCD pinhole
camera
Camera lens has approx. 78º angle
of view
MPEG-4 Video (with audio) – up to
D1 (704 x 575) resolution
Real time date stamp on video
SD card memory recording system
Accepts up to 32GB SDHC cards
(see options menu)
Scheduled / Motion Detection /
Manual recording options
Overwrite function for continuous
operation
Connects to mains supply or
optional battery pack
Supplied with IR remote control for
ease of use

Motion Activation / Scheduled / Continuous
Recording
The unit produces high quality video (with audio) with time/date stamp,
has options of manual, scheduled and motion detection, has an
overwrite function for continuous recording. Scheduled recording means
picking a set time period during which you would like the unit to make
vide recordings. Overweight recording provides the ability to have the
card start to overwrite the oldest video footage stored once the insured
SD

Please note that more information available online.
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Tiny Black Box Spy Camera System
The Tiny Black Box Spy Camera System is a superb
combined HD spy camera and DVR all together is one
self-contained black plastic enclosure with very
compact dimensions. Perfect for a multitude of covert
room surveillance deployment scenarios

Product Code: TIBB

£135.00 (exc. VAT)

£162.00 (inc. VAT)

Not all of our customers want a spy camera system already built into an
everyday object. Some want to hide a spy camera inside on object of
their choice, whereas others want a compact hidden camera with DVR
that can be quickly deployed on a shelf, maybe between books or
amongst other items. For these latter requirements the Tiny Black Box
Spy Camera System has to be the obvious choice.

High Definition
Capability

Video

-

Large

Storage

This unit is a battery-powered unit with great power saving features
producing sharp 720p HD video footage (with audio) and has the option
of five different recording modes. The units features an SD card
recording DVR system that will accept up to a 64GB micro SD card
allowing for storage of many hours of recorded colour video footage.

Low Light Capability - Programmable Features
This fantastic little unit is manufactured with the ability to record in very
low light conditions and can even switch automatically between
standard light and low-light modes automatically. In fact many of the
features can be configured to your specific desired settings using the
customisable setup menu system which allows you to programme the
unit to work in the way that suits your needs. Once programmed to your
specifications, each deployment is simply a matter of charge - switch on
- deploy - walk away. It really is as simple as that.

Motion Activated Recording

Features
Compact standalone black box spy
camera with built in SD recording
system for versatile deployment
scenarios
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Different recording modes: motion
activated / scheduled / vibration
activated / sound activated – also
loop recording (if required)
Selectable light recording setting:
day / night / auto-switching
between day and night
Selectable
recording
video
resolution: Real time @ 1280 x 720
(HD) or 640 x 320
Standby time of up to 90 days
(diminishes
dependant
in
recordings made and mode
selected)
Recording time of 10 hours
(reduced
dependant
upon
recording mode selection)
Optional external rechargeable
battery pack available – see
dropdown package options menu...

Select between motion activated recording, scheduled record mode,
recording in reaction to vibrational movement, sound activated recording
or continuous record. Set the maximum time for each recorded file in
10, 15 and 20 minute lengths or maybe program for looped recording,
ideal if only using a small capacity SD card which

Please note that more information available online.
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Tissue Box Spy Camera
Made by Spy Equipment UK - A self-contained
motion activated battery-powered spy camera and SD
memory recording system with a high quality 720p
camera, motion activated, low light capability and a list
of other superb features all hidden within an attractive
tissue box holder.

Product Code: TISC

£205.00 (exc. VAT)

£246.00 (inc. VAT)

A self-contained motion activated battery-powered spy camera and SD
memory recording system with a high quality 720p camera, motion
activated, low light capability and a list of other superb features all
hidden within an attractive tissue box holder.

Usable Tissue Box with Attractive Design
The Tissue Box Camera and DVR has everything you will need for
covert video recording, featuring a very discreet high definition 720p
camera with wide angle lens, built in long life rechargeable battery and
multiple recording modes, making it ideal for a variety of surveillance
scenarios. Many of our customers like to use this as a Nanny Cam. The
outer casing of what can be classified as an executive tissue box holder
is made from stiiffened faux leather with a classy pattern. The unit is
supplied with a box containing tissues that helps to complete the
disguise. The internal tissue box is of a standard type and size so
replacements are commonly available from almost any supermarket.
The design is such that it would not look out of place in the home, in an
office or even on the parcel shelf in a car.

Discreet Camera System
The tiny spy camera is located at the top of one side of the tissue box
case. It is disguised by a copper ring that looks like a keyhole or clasp to
match the colouring of the box material. The camera is very difficult to
see from the outside even under close examination. The digital video
recording system with an internal 32GB or optional 64GB memory is
concealed from view within the tissue base sited under the box of
tissues. Access to offload video footage, to charge the battery pack or to
change the box of tissues is simply a matter of opening the magnetic
base of the outer tissue box shell

Features
Stylish looking tissue box holder
with tissue featuring concealed
battery powered spy camera
system
Manufactured by Spy Equipment
UK in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and well thought out
discreet product
Very simple to use ‘out of the box’
with
no
prior
specialist
technological knowledge required
Ready to use preset for motion
activated video recording (video
with audio) – Most commonly
requested setup
High definition video resolution:
1280x 720p @ 20 Frames per
second
Set to record colour in daylight –
auto-switching to night mode
(black/white video) when the
lighting is severely reduced in the
area in which it is deployed
Excellent quality CMOS pinhole
lens with wide camera view angle
of 62 degrees...

Please note that more information available online.
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USB Mains Charger Camera
This innocent looking mains to USB charger has an
inbuilt cleverly disguised 720p spy camera and SD
card digital recording system. Powered from the mains
supply, this discreet hidden camera is ideal for a
multitude of room surveillance scenarios.

Product Code: MCC1

£185.00 (exc. VAT)

£222.00 (inc. VAT)

Adding to our range of mains powered covert cameras, this fully
functional â&#128;&#152;workingâ&#128;&#153; USB Mains Charger
can power other USB powered items plugged into it, whilst working
away in secret recording high definition video footage in the room in
which it has been plugged in. Having a working mains adapter is ideal in
that having something connected on charge completes its disguise.

Motioned Activated Video Surveillance
One of the most important factors in gathering video evidence is the
need to only record footage when it is absolutely necessary. The
camera system inside this product will react to movement within its wideangled field of vision. This means that the only video footage (with
audio) obtained is motion triggered and ensures that no time will be
wasted after the event reviewing recordings where nothing was
happening. In addition there will be no necessary space taken up on the
inserted micro SD card that stores recordings made by the camera
system.

Plug and Play
Constructed

Technology

-

Cleverly

Many
of
our
customers
would
classify
themselves
as
â&#128;&#152;Technophobicâ&#128;&#153; and that is why we
endeavour to make our products as simple as possible to use. Here the
USB Mains Charger Camera really scores highly. There is no fiddly
covers to open to insert/remove the micro SD memory cards and by
simply plugging the device into a â&#128;&#152;liveâ&#128;&#153;
mains outlet will power up the device and set it running in motion
detection mode (SD card needs to be interred first). And although the
SD card is accessible from the outside, it is discreetly placed in such a
way that the end of the card is flush with the outer casing of the plug
ens

Features
A standard-looking USB mains
charger plug with inbuilt pinhole
camera (with audio) and SD card
recording system
Simple portable ‘plug and play’
technology – easy to operate and
deploy
Mains powered for unlimited
deployment use – no battery back
up
Through the lens motion detection
colour video recording with audio
Records footage onto inserted
micro SD card
Accepts up to 128Gb card – 32GB
and 64GB cards can be purchased
with this product
Recording capacities: 32GB (12.25
hours) 64GB (24.5 hours) and
128GB (49 hours)
Motion detection range of up to 5
metres (15 feet)
Wide angle 78 degrees field-ofview – low illumination 0.2 lux
HD 720p video footage – AVI
format @ 30 frames per second...

Please note that more information available online.
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Wall Clock Camera / DVR - HD
Made by Spy Equipment UK - This wall clock is
fitted with a discreet pinhole high definition spy camera
and digital recording system. Designed and made by
us for room monitoring, it is an excellent choice for
covert surveillance of home or office.

Product Code: WCC4

£185.00 (exc. VAT)

£222.00 (inc. VAT)

The Wall Clock Camera DVR System is an excellent choice as an easily
deployable battery powered self-contained spy camera and DVR
system. This unit is suitable for home or office environments. Hang on
the wall in the dining room, kitchen or maybe on the office or workshop
wall to record superbly clear video footage (with audio) in whilst you are
out of the room. Many use this product as Nanny Cam.

Totally Discreet Enclosed Design
The clock face of the incorporates a tiny pinhole spy camera positioned
to view the environment in front of the device. The standard 32GB (or
64GB selectable from optional package menu) digital video recording
system is cleverly built totally within the back of the clock where the high
capacity rechargeable Lithium Ion battery that powers the device is also
completely hidden from view. No other covert wall clock camera on the
market offers such a discreet camera with recording system.

Three Day Battery Life in Motion Activation
The battery, when fully charged, an power the unit for a straight
recording time of up to 30 hours, however the motion activation system
will provide much longer deployment times of up to 3 days when placed
in an area with much lower activity in front of the clock. When activated
the system with record for the period that there is movement within view
of the camera. Recording of footage will autosave after 10 minutes and
then another recorded file with commence with no gap. Recording in
sections reduces the possibility of a file being corrupted and therefore
makes the system more dependable.

Features
Excellent self-contained battery
powered pinhole spy camera and
recording solution
Incorporated into a smart modern
style of wall clock suitable for many
environments
Made in the UK. Extremely well
engineered and totally discreet
installation
Simple to use – ‘plug and play’
technology with no specialist
knowledge required
Set up for motion activated video
(with audio) recording as standard
Video Resolution: 1280x 720p @
20 Frames per second
Will record perfectly in daylight, but
has auto-switching to night mode
for when the lighting gets very dim
in the area of deployment
Excellent quality CMOS pinhole
lens – decent wide camera view
angle: of 62 degrees
Time and date stamping on video
recordings
for
evidential
purposes...

High Definition - Large Recording Storage
The incorporated digital memory recording system provides a high
definition video recording resolution of 1280

Please note that more information available online.
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